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ISSUE 3 - FREE
YOUR ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO
RECORD SHOPPING & MUSIC IN INDIANA

RSD BLACK FRIDAY “LIST” AND HOW TO PURCHASE!
Inside this Issue is the complete
Black Friday RSD List, for you to tear
out and use as a sushi-menu-style
order sheet! Check each of the items
you want, select how you will pay,
and be sure to put your name on it!
Bring it to our back door on Black Friday and we will fill your order!

INDYCDANDVINYL.COM
EMPLOYEE PICKS
As a nod to this issue’s theme (the annual Black Friday Record Store Day
event), check out our store staff’s picks (as well as picks from our friends)
of the #RSDBF exclusive releases and
what each of us is looking forward to
spinning There are so many from
which to choose!

A LOOK INSIDE AN INDIANA-BASED RECORD
LABEL CHANGING THE GAME GLOBALLY

SPELLBOUND AT THE VOGUE
The monthly dark alternative open-format DJ
dance night known as Spellbound returned in
August after a 16-month hiatus due to Covid-19.
The party returns to the White Rabbit again on
Saturday, November 27th, and then on Friday
December 17th the darkwave, goth, dark music dance night will be doing a special event
at The Vogue Theatre for the Holidays, with an
expanded lineup, bigger stage show, and proceeds benefiting local charity IYG. Learn more
about the party at spellboundindy.com

INDY’S OWN WQRT

LOCAL MUSIC SCENE

Did you know Indianapolis has an
amazing radio station, independently-run and owned by a not-forproﬁt?

Sauna Suit Recordings, based in Indiana, is putting out a ton of music
from amazing bands and artists right here in Indy!

Indy’s own 99.1 FM WQRT is doing its
best to ensure Indy music lovers still
have a reliable place for daily sound
exploration. See inside this issue of
The Spinner to read about what Seth
Johnson learned from station manager Oreo Jones!

Haven’t heard of Sauna Suit? You
have now. Read the article inside and
check out the bands Cottone, Matthew Keyser, Indian Old School, Kilmer, The Sprawl, Zachary A. Alderson,
Sick Boy Method, The EPB, Doppler
Radar & The Local News, and more!

THE SPINNER:
NOTES FROM
ANNIE & ANDY
AT THE SHOP

W

e want to thank all
our friends, family,
regulars, customers, and
online shoppers for all of
the support, input, and
encouragement over the
past two long years - as
well as the past twenty
years we have been open
in Indianapolis!
We also want to thank all
of you readers for the positive reviews and feedback
on our newspaper! We
honestly had no idea print
media would prove this
popular, yet here you are
reading a sidebar from us!
Issue #4 will be coming
out in March 2022 in advance of Record Store Day
in April - a big day we are
looking forward to hopefully looking “normal” with
in-store shopping and outdoor concerts maybe?
We will be celebrating our
20th birthday on Broad Ripple Avenue in early ‘22 as
well - keep your eyes out
for details on a big party to
celebrate!
We are in love with the
music we sell and the industry we are in, and the
support you showed us
and the patience you exhibited as we navigated the
pandemic has confirmed
our decision that the music business is the best business in the world. It is our
job to make people happy,
and we love doing it! -A2
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“INDIANAPOLIS IS THE NEW EPICENTER OF AMBIENT MUSIC.”
PAST INSIDE THE PRESENT
A Label and Resource for the Ambient Listener.
Past Inside the Present (PITP) is an American ambient label
based out of Indianapolis, Indiana with a focus on offering
up some of the very best ambient, drone, electronic and
minimal music by passionate artists from across the globe.

Frizzell states, “the readers’ interest
in these exclusive tracks far
outweighed any written blog piece
we offered up, and because of that
I couldn’t help but have this crazy Label co-founders Isaac Helsen and Zach Frizzell, with artist Wayne Robert Thomas / photo courtesy of PITP
idea to start a full digital ambient label.” The digital series transformed me. Back then, you would buy releases based
of PITP included sixteen short EPs, which became the on art, word of mouth, or by previous label output. It was
true discovery. No streaming or sound bites; sometimes
foundation of their output in the early stages of the label.
you’d just buy blindly, and you’d discover something that
2019 was the year PITP decided to start releasing physical would stay with you forever. If this experience happens
albums. It was during this transition Frizzell reached out to just one person that steps into the shop, picks up one
to Isaac Helsen to assist in commencing the physical of our releases, and it changes them - that’s what all this
output of PITP. Frizzell and Helsen carefully crafted a work is all about.” (Frizzell worked at Indy CD & Vinyl 17
plan to successfully roll out physical releases. With an years ago!)
exceptionally small budget, the two embarked on this Distribution overseas has been essential, for PITP’s nonnew chapter that became ‘bigger’ than they could have US fans, where a good amount of their fan base reside.
ever imagined. 2019 became PITP’s ‘official’ first year of They currently have distribution through Juno Records
(UK), Tobira Records (JP), Linus Records (JP),
being a physical label, and
HHV (DE), BLEEP (UK), Phonica Records (UK),
hundreds of fans transformed
Passionate and likeBoomkat (UK), and others.
into thousands of fans. In their
minded artists are
first year alone, they released a
the essence of our
INDIANAMBIENT
ridiculous number of albums:
Since day one, Frizzell has made sure to take
32 releases encompassing a
operations. Being
care of the Indiana ambient community.
mixture of vinyl, cassette, and
mutually invested is
“There is so many amazing artists right here
CD offerings. During this period
of releasing on a practically paramount and is key to in our city and I wanted to really hone in on
the talent found right here in Indiana. Some
bi-weekly basis, Frizzell and
a successful release
of my favorite artists reside in our state.” PITP
Helsen sought out other friends
has released Indiana-based works by Wayne
to assist with their workload.
From that point on, PITP became intentional about Robert Thomas, Marc Ertel, Ossa, Low Howl, Dawn Chorus
slowing down the frequency of releases, now averaging and the Infallible Sea, and zakè himself.
one to two physical releases per month.
PHILANTHROPY
FULL CIRCLE
Another effort that PITP is passionate about is giving
back and helping those in need. PITP has released
two compilation albums where all proceeds were
donated to non-profits. Their first compilation, titled
“Healing Sounds I: A Compilation For Hurricane
Recovery,” raised over $4,000 for the Bahamas
branch of the International Red Cross during
Hurricane Dorian. Their second compilation, titled
“Healing Sounds II: A Compilation For Those In
Need,” raised over $8,100 for Feeding America. PITP
has made it their priority to support a non-profit
organization each year. Their 2022 compilation will
be monumental, stay tuned!

For advertising information
email
andy@indycdandvinyl.com

Journalists / contributors:
David Lindquist
Seth Johnson
JC Bockman
Annie Skinner
Andy Skinner
Spell Sisters
Zach Frizzell

With that said, there is one exception to their US fulfillment,
stocking their catalog at Indy CD & Vinyl. “Paying homage
to friends dear to me, the only brick and mortar store
that stock our releases is one of the best record shops in
the nation, Indy CD & Vinyl,” Frizzell states. “As a former
employee of the store, the discovery of music there

A BRIEF HISTORY OF PITP
PITP began as an ambient music
review blog in the summer of 2018,
and then shifted their focus to being
a full-fledged record label towards
the end of 2018. Label owner Zach
Frizzell (who also is an ambient artist
known as zakè) started reaching out
to some of the artists about which
he was writing reviews to see if they
would be interested in releasing
exclusive digital tracks for the blog’s
label. This was the genesis of Past
Inside the Present.

Printed by AIM Media

Photo credits:
Greg “The Mayor” Andrews
Past Inside The Present

with where we are currently- allowing for organic growth.”

The staff of Past Inside The Present / photo illustration courtesy of PITP

PITP’s physical releases are known to quickly sell out
domestically via direct-to-customer (D2C) sales, resulting
in US distribution not being a major focus in the PITP
business model. Past Inside The Present label manager
Kévin Séry states, “We are exploring pressing more
quantities in the future, which will allow us to reach a
wider audience, but for now we are patient and content

IMPACT
Past Inside the Present has been recognized as one
of the most impactful and influential ambient labels
currently active. Their fanbase is far and wide and
continue to grow. To date, Past Inside the Present
boasts over 100 releases, represents over 100 artists
from across the world, tens of thousands purchases,
millions of streams, but most importantly, friendships
and dedicated fans money can’t buy.
PERSONNEL
Past Inside the Present is a label ran by artists for artists.
Their number one priority has always been building
relationships with the artists that release records on PITP.
“Passionate and like-minded artists are the essence of our
operations. Being mutually invested is paramount and is
key to a successful release’,” Frizzell states.

UPCOMING PITP RELEASE ‘A PALE SHELTER’ FEATURES
TWO FORMER EMPLOYEES OF INDY CD & VINYL
by David Lindquist

Upcoming album “A Pale Shelter” is a first-time collaboration for two accomplished artists who were record store
co-workers nearly 20 years ago.
Zakè, founder of the Past Inside the Present label, and
Schematic Music Company artist Ossa made “A Pale Shelter,” which Zakè describes as an “ominous and dark yet
beautiful album.” A digital release is scheduled Dec. 10,
followed by vinyl pressings in red and clear variations.
Back in the day, Zakè only was known as Zach Frizzell,
drummer in Indianapolis rock bands such
as Anapparatus. Ossa was an experimental electronic musician who used his given
name, Kaiton Slusher. Frizzell and Slusher
worked at Indy CD & Vinyl, the shop Rick
Ziegler relocated from Salt Lake City in 2001.
Annie Skinner, now co-owner of the record
store, moved from Salt Lake City to help
open Indy CD & Vinyl. Frizzell and Slusher
joined the staff a few years later, when Skinner’s interest in electronic, ambient and
experimental music could be seen in the
store’s design.
“There were sections for Kranky Records
and Ghostly International,” Slusher says. “It
was an inspirational time to work at a record
store.”
“We were geeks about music, always talking
about dreams of making music,” Frizzell
says. “We would always have conversations
about what’s new with (labels) Warp, Spectral Sound, Skam, Ninja Tune, you name it.”
Frizzell and Slusher never teamed up, however, to pursue their musical dreams. Slusher’s career grew after Ann
Shenton, a member of ’90s experimental trio Add N to (X),
found his work on MySpace and invited him to perform in
Europe. After appearing regularly overseas from 2007 to
2013, Slusher shifted his focus to his hometown. Indianapolis-based label Medium Sound issued the first album attributed to Ossa, an ambient glitch effort titled “Your Math,
My Magic,” in 2018.
The first Ossa release on Schematic, a Miami label known
for its association with artists such as Phoenecia and Otto
Von Schirach, arrived in 2020.
Meanwhile, Frizzell’s stature in ambient music was on the

rise thanks to Past Inside the Present releasing more than
40 albums in 2019, the label’s first year of operation.
“I wanted to make sure that we were always in the front
and center, providing a very focused sound for listeners
who can hear new things, practically weekly,” Frizzell says
of Past Inside the Present’s method of building a fan base.

Naturally, Slusher contacted Frizzell and the old friends
reminisced about shifts at Indy CD & Vinyl, where Slusher
says “every day was like opening Christmas presents” because of the store’s inventory of electronic music.
“I think nostalgia flooded us and we said, ‘We should definitely do something
together,’” Frizzell says.
“It’s super exciting. Even
now, it just blows my
mind that we’ve created
an album after so many
years.”
“To come back together
at this point in our lives
and do something that
we had daydreamed
about at Indy CD &
Vinyl, it’s absurdly perfect,” Slusher says. “For
me, it’s the most beautiful collaboration I’ve
ever done.”
A third musician, Texas-based soundscape
artist City of Dawn, collaborated with Zakè and
Ossa on “A Pale Shelter.” Frizzell says the album’s seven ambient tracks were
inspired by ways the pandemic affected the musicians in
professional and personal contexts.
Julia Frizzell, who’s married to Zakè, wrote a poetic narrative to accompany the album. Her piece begins, “Stillness
as we collide, mounting a retreat. A pale shelter offered,
only to divide.” The words resonate following a 2020 in
which we faced the pandemic dichotomy of being stronger through isolation.
Zach Frizzell says some songs on “A Pale Shelter” are made
up of more than 15 sonic layers, with every song featuring a
few layers that carry over from the previous song.
“The album is very fluid,” he says. “It’s intended for a single-session listen.”

REDEEM THIS COUPON FOR A FREE PAST INSIDE THE PRESENT LABEL CD COMPILATION
LIMITED TO 500 COPIES, FULL OF UNRELEASED SONGS FROM THE LABEL
BRING THE COUPON TO INDY CD & VINYL TO REDEEM - FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

SCOTT MATELIC RELEASES NEW RECORD ON POTIONS MUSIC
Originally hailing from Indianapolis, former Indy CD &
Vinyl employee Scott Matelic is a walking quiet storm.
The son of Ron Matelic (of bands Anonymous, Sir
Winston & The Commons,
and J. Rider), Scott grew
up in a musical family. On
his own, he began making
beats and digging for drum
breaks and samples as a
teen in the late 90’s, and
has not slowed down since,
creating beats for rappers
Sole and Sage Francis.
He has been living in Brooklyn for the past 11 years,
and it is obvious the influences of New York have
seeped into his music, which is full of soulful chops,
psychedelic segues, fuzzy guitar loops, and slapping
drum breaks from obscure origins.

long time friend of Scott, I am biased, but I think this
beat tape/collection rivals most any other tape I have
ever heard when it comes to sample based music. This
hasn’t left my turntable since we got test presses, and
I’m sure you’ll feel the same.”
Indy CD & Vinyl is the only physical store where you
will find Scott Matelic’s LP, so don’t hesitate to get
down to the shop to pick up one of the few that we
have, while we have them.
Once you get your hands
on this LP, dedicated in
loving memory to the late
Ron Miner, aka DJ Indiana
Jones, you should check
out the rest of Scott’s
discography on his bandcamp site: scottmatelic.
bandcamp.com.

Recently released on a very small LP run of 200 on
Potions Music, Scott’s newest record, “In A Sky Blue” is We feel incredibly lucky to know Scott and to be able
as amazing as they come. Potions Music label owner
to carry his album in physical form here at Indy CD &
Andrew Brearley put it bluntly, “as the label owner and Vinyl - we hope you enjoy it as much as we do!

INDY CD & VINYL’S WAREHOUSE IS UP AND
RUNNING - BUT WHAT IS IT FOR, EXACTLY?

Andy & Annie explain what yet to clean and price and get to reasons: you can browse new arri- truth is the warehouse and offices
the warehouse is - and also our shop, as well as online. What vals multiple times per week, with are literally for working and mawhat it isn’t.
are we going to do with all of that fresh restocks of used LPs happe- king Indy CD & Vinyl even better
As COVID-19 turned all our worlds
upside-down in 2020, it was having a similar effect on Indy CD
& Vinyl. When we were closed for
three months during the initial
lockdown we were able to mostly
keep everyone gainfully employed and working from home, if
you can imagine, while we collectively raced to get our operations
even more into the online realm
and keep the business afloat via
online retail.
We had gone far down this online retail road prior to Spring 2020;
however, the Covid lockdown and
our eventual closing of the shop
doors in March got us literally racing instead of our casual walking
pace getting set up for what was
needed.
By mid-2020 we had what you
see now: a full new music online
retail site at shop.indycdandvinyl.
com (where if an item is in print,
almost assuredly we have it ready to ship to you direct), and all
of our new LPs, most of our new
CDs, and all of our collectible used
LPs are listed on our Discogs site
(indy-cd-and-vinyl) as well.
During the worst of the pandemic,
we didn’t stop buying used vinyl,
and during 2021 we expanded our
marketing efforts to let the people of the world know: “YES, WE
BUY VINYL!”
As a result we have an embarrassment of riches, over 200,000 used
LPs, not to mention an incalculable amount of 45s we still have

music?!?

The answer is in the Park 100 warehousing and industrial area. We
now have a 3,600 ft2 warehouse and office space housing our
overstock LPs, and we keep buying and adding to those shelves!
But what do you do there?
A reasonable question. Firstly we
simply warehouse the goods - the
warehouse portion of the building
has racks on racks on racks full of
LPs, waiting for their moment to
be taken out, cleaned, play graded, visually graded, priced, bagged, and then put online and/or
taken to the shop in Broad Ripple.
The rest of the building has offices
where our staff who works there
has everything they need to be
the used vinyl inventory experts
they have been trained to be!
They put in the work going through all these records, including the
LPs we continue to purchase each
day. The benefit of moving the
operations over to the warehouse is these fine people can focus
their attention on this task, and
be fantastic at it. That is a benefit to YOU, the shopper, for two

ning often; and the second reason
this benefits the
store is the professional music
lovers who help
you in Broad Ripple aren’t distracted by the
endless work of
pricing used records - they can
give you the attention and charisma you deserve by being
retail-focused rather than operations-focused!

You seriously have staff over there working all the time?
Seriously, yeah. If you wonder why
you don’t see Jarry or Isabella
much anymore, it’s because they

are at the warehouse making your
future LP collection amazing!
Are you going to have concerts,
events, and raves there? I’ll bet
that would be awesome!
Um, no. Not that teenager Annie &
Andy wouldn’t have thought that
would be super cool as well, the

of a place to shop for records!

Can I buy records there? Like,
show up and go crate digging?
Again, that sounds cool, but no.
Our warehouse looks cool as Hell,
but it is designed to be a great,
comfortable, efficient workplace
for our employees to continue giving Indy CD & Vinyl the deepest
used collection of LPs in every
genre, every day of the year. We
also don’t want to compete with
our own Broad Ripple shop!
Well, can I go there to sell my
used records?
Actually, yes! We would still prefer you bring your used LPs to our
Broad Ripple store to sell for cash
or trade credit; however, if you
have a collection that is extremely
large (say, over 500 LPs) and/or is
difficult to bring to
our shop we would
be happy to set an
appointment
to
meet you at the warehouse and make
your selling experience easy and enjoyable. We have a
great waiting room
and lobby while
we are checking
out your used LPs.
Keep in mind, this
is by appointment only!
We look forward to continuing to
be your favorite record store in Indiana, and with good reason: we
have what you’re looking for! Our
warehouse will only reinforce this
fact, and you’ll see that each time
you pop in the shop!

INDY CD & VINYL
EMPLOYEE PICKS
AS.

ANNIE
SKINNER

Oneohtrix Point Never “Renditions I”
Limited edition 10” of special versions
of songs originally taken from his landmark eponymous album, Magic
Oneohtrix
Point Never, released
near
its one year
anniversary.
One
song is by
Oneohtrix
Point Never
& ROSALÍA
while
the
other is by
Oneohtrix
Point Never
& Elizabeth
Fraser (Cocteau Twins).
MILES DAVIS “Live-Evil”
Miles Davis’ Live-Evil turns 50 in November and this jazz-funk landmark double LP is a 100-minute workout of hard
grooves and rhythmic explorations on
two slabs of limited edition opaque
teal colored vinyl for RSD Black Friday.
Captured live during his legendary 1970
stand at Washington DC’s Cellar Door.

JS.

JARRY
SNYDER

A PLACE TO BURY STRANGERS
“Hologram Destroyed & Reassembled”
“Hologram” by A Place To Bury Strangers is one of my favorite albums of 2021
thus
far.
Blistering
guitars,
cool drum
machines,
and delayed vocals.
They’ve
been consistently
putting out good records since the mid
2000s and I can’t wait to hear these
special edition RSD remixes.
Dusty Springfield “The Complete Atlantic Singles 1968-1971”
Coming out on vinyl for the first time
in 50 years, this collection of singles highlight a change to a more R&B sound
then her previous work. Cool as ice vocals and melodies that will get stuck in
your head. I’m hyped for this one.

ID.

ISABELLA
DEVOY

The Gun Club
“Live
At
The
Starwood”
Man, they just
keep
finding
live Gun Club tapes, don’t they?
Thanks, RSD! “Sex,
murder,
drugs,
and bad vibes,”
captured on tape
live at the Starwood in 1981 with the original lineup. If I could have been there,
I would have. I couldn’t have, so I’ll just
pretend on full volume.
Judas Priest “Best of Judas Priest”
All the bangers on a couple hunks o’
wax. Bonus: The second lp has a bunch
of interviews to study for when someone asks you trivia next time you wear
their shirt in public (do you feel me ladies).

KS.

KELSEY
SIMPSON

Daryl Hall & John Oates “Fall In Philadelphia: The Definitive Demos ‘68-71”
It’s not often that we think of Hall &
Oates and remember the times before they were taking over MTV. In the
late ‘60s they,
like many others,
we’re still deep
into
the
folk
rock movement.
Everybody starts
somewhere and
I’m stoked to
hear a little more
from this era
than 1985’s “The
Early Years.”
The Munsters “At Home With The
Munsters
Listen, we’r”e never going to get a reissue of a Car 54, Where Are You? record.
Mostly because as far as I can tell there
never was one. But if you’re a Fred Gwynne fanatic like me, this will slake your
thirst.
Joe Strummer & The Mescaleros “Johnny Appleseed”
It’s hard to believe that Global a Go-Go
came out 20 years ago--let alone that
Joe Strummer has been gone for almost that long. But I’m ready to revisit
this single and grateful to have Dhani Harrison continuing his dad’s work
with Dark Horse Records.

JJ.

JOE
JOVINGO

Screamin Jay Hawkins
“My Little Shop of Horrors”
Compilation of hits and covers from a
man very ahead of his time. Includes ‘I
Put A Spell On You.’ Also check out the
Screamin’ Jay comic on Page 19!
Oneohtrix Point Never “Renditions I”
Just buy all the OPN releases. They’re all
worth it, but this one has Elizabeth Fraser on the B side!
V/A “Stubbs The Zombie: The Soundtrack”
I’ve never played this game and didn’t
know anything about the soundtrack
but there
are some
pretty cool
b a n d s
d o i n g
some pretty
cool
covers on
this. First
time
on
vinyl. Definitely worth checking out.
Buy them or don’t.

JM.

JUDAH
MOORE-DENK

Jimi Hendrix Experience “Paris 67’”
A live recording from the Olympia Theatre in Paris
that was recorded for
French national radio,
has
some
real
cool
songs
on
here that I
really
look
forward to
listening to,
they always
rip! I’m particularly looking forward
to Jimi’s version of “Wild Thing” at the
end of this show.
BlackBerry Smoke “Stoned”
This album was recorded, mixed, and
mastered live all in one take straight to
a vinyl master, no edits, overdubs, mixing, any of of that, you are hearing one
complete take on each side, which is
awesome and I can’t wait to hear how
it turns out!

RECORD STORE DAY
BLACK FRIDAY
RELEASES

AS.

ANDY
SKINNER

Judas Priest “Best of Judas Priest”
Following last year’s very popular special Record Store Day edition of Sad
Wings of
Destiny,
this equally vibrant,
specially
embossed,
raised cover
gatefold
edition is
pressed as
a 2LP 180g
‘color-in-color’ clear, black and gold
splatter release, and is limited to 3000
pcs in the U.S. Contains the original
1978 tracks on the first three sides, with
an original band interview on Side Four.
V/A “Beleza Tropical”
I fell in love with Jorge Ben’s music because of this comp that I first heard on
CD in middle school, my sister had given a copy to our Mom. Stoked it is now
newly remastered on a color vinyl 2xLP
set with new notes from David Byrne,
the original curator.
A PLACE TO BURY STRANGERS
“Hologram Destroyed & Reassembled”
Our buds in APTBS haven’t ever disappointed us, with ground-breaking album after ground-breaking album. I
am excited to hear the latest songs remixed and reimagined.

KE.

KELSEY
EBERLE

Broken Social Scene “Feel Good Lost”
Happy 20th Birthday to this cozy ambient indie album from Broken Social
Scene. It’s
a hard one
to find so
now is your
chance to
add it to
your collection. Bonus
info:
this
edition comes with a
zine, archival photographs, and
all-new liner notes.
V/A “Americana Railroad”
Trains have a certain nostalgic pull for
me. This compilation includes reinterpretations of classic Americana songs
about the rails, none of which were previously released until this compilation.

FRIENDS OF OURS

ZACH FRIZZELL
We asked Zach Frizzell, musician, fellow Hoosier, and co-founder of Past Inside The Present: WHAT RSD BLACK FRIDAY RELEASES ARE YOU LOOKING FORWARD TO, AND WHY?
Wailing Souls “Fire House
Rock”
Warm slow burns, pleasantly analogue. Quintessential
Roots Reggae.
Modern English “After The
Snow”
Lost gem of the 80’s. A true
masterpiece of British PostPunk.
Oneohtrix Point Never
‘Renditions I’
Special versions of songs originally taken from his landmark eponymous album, Magic Oneohtrix Point Never that features Elizabeth Fraser and Rosalía. A lovely listen indeed.

NANCY McCLELLAND
We asked Nancy McClelland, Chicago’s most famous dancing
accountant: WHAT RSD BLACK FRIDAY RELEASES ARE YOU
LOOKING FORWARD TO, AND WHY?
Screamin’ Jay Hawkins ”My Little Shop of Horrors”
One of the bands I dance with recently performed a cover of
Hawkins’ famous “I Put A Spell On You” for Chicago’s Halloween
“Arts In The Dark” parade. In revisiting it, I found myself intrigued
by the singer-songwriter’s suprise at his own ability to “scream a
song to death”. I went looking for more of his work, but it turns
out he didn’t make many studio albums. His long out-of-print
1972 record was only ever re-released on CD -- on RSD it gets its
vinyl debut, and I can’t wait to dig in.
Chet Baker “Albert’s House”
Baker’s first album after getting his
front teeth knocked out, I’m eager to
grab this gem of a re-release for my
husband, for whom it’s a favorite super-chill-after-work-with-an-old-fashioned-in-his-hand kind of listen.
The Shangri-Las “The Best of the Red
Bird & Mercury Recordings”
It’s the first time this underrated band has had a collection issued
on vinyl, and I’m sure I’ll be jostling with the other dancers from
our 60’s go-go group, The Janes, for a copy of the double-LP. We
perform to quite a few of these lush, emotive tunes, and I’m looking
forward to hearing them with their intended richness and warmth.
V/A - Compiled by David Byrne “Beleza Tropical”
An all-time favorite album of Brazilian music, I remember giving
a CD of this compilation to my Argentine mother back when it
came out in 1989 -- and was delighted and surprised to find that
she already knew and loved the featured artists; we formed a
bond over many of the songs. Especially excited to read the new
notes by David Byrne.

KAITON SLUSHER
We asked Kaiton Slusher, aka Ossa, Indianapolis electronic
musician and former employee of Indy CD & Vinyl: WHAT RSD
BLACK FRIDAY RELEASES ARE YOU LOOKING FORWARD TO,
AND WHY?
Squirrel Nut Zippers “Lost Songs of Doc Souchen”
All in for the swinging Gypsy jazz extraordinaires. They’ve been
dropping brilliant albums since 1995,
and this release will be no exception.
Jamie Lidell “Muddlin Gear”
Being that this is a limited edition cassette of 500 & not a Warp Release, I’m
100% curious.
“The Life Aquatic with Steve Zissou”
Soundtrack
I love seeing a legendary movie soundtrack being reissued, especially on a2xLP release. In my opinion,
this is a must have for anyone’s music collection.

RSD BLACK FRIDAY
“THE LIST”
Please fill out this list completely, then tear this page
out and bring it to our back
door at 8am on Friday Nov.
26th to get your awesome
limited-edition LPs!
“The List” items and
prices subject to change.

YOUR NAME:
_______________________

CASH or CREDIT

PHONE NUMBER:
_______________________

EMAIL ADDRESS:
_______________________

COFFEE + MUSIC IS A NATURAL PAIRING WITH OUR
FRIENDS AT GOLD LEAF SAVORY & SWEET!
The musical taste of the staff at GoldLeaf is as diverse as our community that we provide for. A cornucopia of of styles ranging from
“Emergency Melodic 90s Northern European Extreme Metal” to
Classic Ska & Rocksteady, local favorites like 81355, Sundown, Pilots, and Fucked Out Brains make their way to the joyous pipes
of Cher. And certainly, don’t be surprised if you walk in and we’re
listening to the “Romeo & Juliet” motion picture soundtrack.
Like our musical taste, we feel a wide range of flavors is essential
to our coffee and food offerings. Perhaps an RBG
(Julian Coffee Roasters
Cold Brew run through our
Nitro machine, with Caramel, and a double dose
of Espresso) to get things
firing on all cylinders?? To
eat, we work hard to ensure that no dietary restrictions are left without
consideration. Our new Pimento Focaccia offers an option of Roast
Beef or Tofu, with house-made Pimento Cheese spread, Roasted
Onions, with Balsamic Glaze on our Toasted Focaccia Bread. Vegan
options abound as well, with several enticing options like our Black
Bean Burrito and our Banh Mi Style Wrap. We are also pleased to
include a Gluten Free Bread option from local badass bakers, Native Bread.
Everybody is a little different, and so are the things they put in
their bodies, so we make it a point to cover all the bases.
Music, Food, Drink. What else do you need?? Inject and Enjoy!!!
Stay Gold Indy!

Gold Leaf Coffee Shop
Staff Playlist:
J.C.
Dead Embryonic Cells - Sepultura
This Fuselage Isn’t Straight - Pilots
Batdance - Prince
Teenie
Fall From Grace - Siouxsie and the
Banshees
Rocket Queen - Guns N Roses
Shattered - The Rolling Stones
Robyn
(Damn) I Feel Like A Woman - Shania
Twain
You Took The Words Right Out Of My
Mouth (Hot Summer Night) - Meat
Loaf
Up On The Roof - The Drifters
Ashley
Take Your Mama - Scissor Sisters
Yucky Blucky Fruitcake - DOECHII
Fire And Brimstone - Link Wray
Sarah
Kiss Of Death - Mutoid Man
Hair - Lady Gaga
Pretty Girl Magic - Moonlight Scorpio
Eric
Oo-De-Lally - Roger Miller
Hard 2 Find - 81355
Incarnated Solvent Abuse - Carcass
Matt
Where Are They Now? - Cocksparrer
All This And More - Dead Boys
Tearz - Wu-Tang Clan

LOCAL ARTIST
SPOTLIGHT & NEWS

Indy CD & Vinyl caught up with a great local record label releasing music from great local bands: Sauna Suit Recordings, WYD?
Sauna Suit Recordings
Sauna Suit is an
independent
Indiana -based
record label run
by Maude Cottone, Max Denari, Alex Kilmer,
and June Smith.
The DIY Bandcamp-and-cassette outfit is dedicated
to capturing sounds from the realms
of Indiana, the Midwest and beyond.
The four label heads came together
while attending Ball State in Muncie
and running a small DIY venue called
The Sauna. “Then
we were graduated
and immediately COVID hit, and
we were forced to
think outside the
box,” Maude explains.

the world musically, and creating the
label allowed us to keep our identity,”
Maude continued.
Sauna Suit is primarily a Bandcamp
label that releases Indiana- and Midwest-based artists, but has grown to
become a cassette tape distributor of
their releases as well. The two most
recent releases are by Alex Kilmer
and Zachary Allen Alderson. Kilmer’s
first solo release is a genre-bending
lounge-pop effort with hints of jazz
and psych overtones, while Alderson’s
release is an ambient project from an
Indianapolis musician that Maude describes as “very inspiring.”
Maude states that Sauna Suit has “three or
four cassette projects
lined up,” and the label’s
next growth project will
be learning how to dub
the tapes themselves, in
true DIY fashion, instead
of outsourcing the work
to others. As for the DIY
ethos, “our D.I.Y. ethic
is completely derived
from community. The
effort we put into the scene while we
were running The Sauna simply was
something that helped elevate all the
great things that everyone was doing.”

Our D.I.Y. ethic
is completely
derived from
community

“Honestly, Muncie was poppin’
when we were up
there, with lots of
DIY shows, and bands, and like-minded people doing great things. When
COVID hit we closed The Sauna but
wanted to continue to contribute to

A few artists:
KILMER
Label co-head Alex Kilmer’s solo
project, described as “a genre-bending lounge-pop effort with hints of
jazz and psych overtones.
THE SPRAWL
Angsty rock ‘n roll, featuring label
co-head June Smith on guitar.
DOPPLER RADAR & THE LOCAL NEWS
Noise/prog/punk outfit with both June
Smith & Alex Kilmer in the lineup.
THE SICK BOY METHOD
“Mathy prog rock,” also featuring
Smith & Kilmer.
Another impressive release is their
Sauna Suit Comp, released in July
2020 with proceeds benefiting The
Bail Project. Great stuff from Kilgulls, Sleeping Bag, Zilched, Fakies,
and many more:

SHOP WITH INDY CD & VINYL ONLINE!
HUGE INVENTORY
FAST SHIPPING
CONVENIENT
PRE-ORDERS
EXCLUSIVES
PREVIEW CLIPS
CONTESTS
MOBILE & DESKTOP

SHOP.INDYCDANDVINYL.COM

HOROSCOPES WITH THE SPELLSISTERS
Spellsisters is a pair of soul mate
friends who are passionate about
making astrology and tarot digestible and relatable for everyone.
Kelli & Hayley team up to provide
uniquely laid back, fun, approachable readings, inspiring people to discover their own insights
through blogs and online
guides at spellsisters.net.
Aries
March 21 - April 20
You’re dying to settle down and it
is, after all, cuffing season. Give in to
your urges and submit for once. You
love to be in charge but what if you
just let someone else tell you what to
do for a little while? You have some
work to do if you wanna see how the
other half lives–and I suspect you
do, more than anything. The sun is
lighting up the house that controls
finances and follow-through for you,
so you’re even more inclined than
usual to tie up loose ends and finish
unfinished projects. Doing the right
thing in relationships of all kinds is
the most important job for you right now… lying, cheating, or stealing
in any capacity–they’re all shortcuts
that leave massive holes you will
need to come close later. You know
that you cannot escape responsibilities and even if you think you can, it’s
temporary.

in the autumn of you, you may be
more inclined than usual to do Very
Bad Things and get intwined in situations that don’t really serve you in
the end. Things that could bring you
more problems down the line are
tempting you hard throughout the
month. Is this a fleeting urge you’re
following that will kill a marriage
you’re otherwise happy in? Is this
a fun day that could lose you your
job? Consider the cost versus benefit every single time you take a risk
right now.
Cancer
June 21 - July 22
You’re reallllly good at keeping
yourself busy, giving yourself a lot
of extra jobs to ignore the signs
that something that isn’t right, pretending everything’s good. But is it,
though? Are you just staying busy
as a distraction or is this really your
favorite time of year? It’s all fun and
games while you’re dressing up to
be someone else for a party or a single day of your life. But, bb, are you
trying to be something different
for a deeper reason? Check your
feelings and watch how things are
making you feel. It’s okay to say no,
even if you’ve said yes before. Shut
it down if it doesn’t serve you.

Taurus
April 20 - May 20
You’re in project mode, boo. It’s time
to give yourself clarity and closure in
the way that only you can. Nobody
knows this more than you. The softness you bring to every situation is
conditional; you are not required to
be soft where softness has not been
earned. You’re stronger than everyone else right now and you can
sense the dominance you’ve gained. You can let go of the need to
people-please, at least for now. It’s
time for you to put your needs first,
whether that means leaving jobs
that you don’t feel appreciate you
the way you deserve, relationships
that leave you less fulfilled than you
desire, or habits that don’t serve you
anymore–you don’t need it anymore, even if people don’t understand.
Who cares if they don’t get it? Let
sleeping dogs lie.

Leo
July 23 - August 22
You really, really, really, want Even
though you are feeling, like, practically the most social you’ve felt
all year right now, you might feel
an opposing pull to give into your
introverted whims this month. You
are an illegible asteroid right now.
Nobody knows what to make of
you, and honestly, you can’t even
read yourself. The regularly scheduled programming you usually
broadcast is not reliable right now.
You’re feeling conflicted and that’s
totally alright–why bother fulfilling
someone else’s needs anyway?
You are the one that deserves and
needs your attention right now.
Leave them hanging if necessary.
You need to be seen but you also
need time alone for introspection
and self-care. You really do not
have to come through for everyone
else all the time if you aren’t even
doing it for yourself, b.

Gemini
May 21 - June 20
Playfulness is next to godliness for
you this month. None of your responsibilities are on part with your
self-satisfaction and that’s totally
okay. Prioritize celebration and fun
and don’t think too much about the
shit that isn’t getting done in the
meantime. The only thing you might
want to be aware of is the fact that
this month, while you’re indulging

Virgo
August 23 - September 22
You know, it’s like they always say,
mo’ money, mo’ problems. You
definitely need a moment to revel
and delight in your accomplishments and recognize that the hard
work you’ve done has afforded you
the opportunities you’re experiencing now. This didn’t all just show
up out of nowhere and no one
knows that more than you. You li-

INDY CD & VINYL HAS DITCHED PLASTIC BAGS!
Just in time for Earth Day this year, Indy CD & Vinyl
used their last plastic shopping bag! Opting instead for paper shopping bags and reusable tote
bags, the store is doing its best to limit one-timeuse plastic waste.
Sales of the logo reusable tote bags (only $3.00
each at the cash register) will generate money
to be donated to local charity Keep Indianapolis
Beautiful (kibi.org) to help support their beautification projects in town.

terally put your back into it and
your blood, sweat, and tears brought you here. Enjoy this. Give yourself a moment (or two) of righteous
self-indulgence and recognize the
advancements. But be careful not
to celebrate too much or be overly
indulgent. You worked hard for this
and you know that just as easily as
it appears, so could it disappear.
Libra
September 23 - October 22
Listen: you’re accustomed to needing to proving yourself and
nothing about that is different
now. You love to prove a naysayer
wrong, anyway. You are the most
driven and determined sign in the
zodiac right now and you cannot
be deterred; rightfully so. You have
been doubted and you have a Kill
Bill-esque need for vengeance and
honestly, you’ll gain so much from
quietly and diligently doing the
unthinkable and impossible right
now. If you’re being doubted or
told there is something you cannot do, there is absolutely nothing
more powerful than going ahead
and doing that shit anyway. You’re
going to come out on top either
way. Whether or not the self-righteousness is an important factor is
up to you alone.
Scorpio
October 23 - November 21
You really–like really, really–need
to give yourself a rest. The break is
well-deserved and you won’t lose
anything from taking a step back
and thinking about your next steps,
even if it’s just for a second. Literally nobody else understands what
you’re going through, even the ones
that are closest to you. This stress and
challenge is yours. It’s karmic and
energetic. You came here to fix this.
You just need a second this month,
and that’s good for you. Whatever
you have been going through is actually monumental. If “they” don’t
understand the fact that you need
a moment to determine your next
move, “they” are not “they.” Cut ‘em
loose.
Sagittarius
November 22 - December 21
Bro, you just want to party, and although you’ve been trying to do
the responsible, “adult” thing, you
need to let yourself *live* and nobody gets it (except maybe Libras).
You can let your hair down (you
always do). Just don’t lose sight of
the deeper, bigger picture. You still
have goals. You want to be yourself
and express the fun side, but maybe you need a little reminder of the
fact that you have actual goals that
require you to express restraint
sometimes. You want something

deeper than this instant gratification and temporary indulgence. When you want to throw your
responsibilities to the wolves, weigh the options. How long will this
make you happy? One night or???
Capricorn
December 22 - January 19
The rules don’t apply to you because you happen to be the rules in
the first place. You are the visionary
that’s breaking the ground right
now, lol, you know that nobody else
will blaze the trail if you don’t do it
first. Unfortunately nobody knows
how to have the follow-through
you have but you’re accustomed to
being the boss and making things
work out in your favor. The flipside
of that is that you tend to force your
vision on everyone you think is slacking. Has it occurred to you that they
aren’t slacking? This month, hold sight that you’re working at a different
pace.
Aquarius
January 20 - February 18
Wow, suddenly the fire under your
ass is scorching hot. Maybe you
forgot that you set goals and had
things you wanted to do before
this year closes out. Maybe you haven’t even thought of it since, like,
January. You have laser sharp focus this entire month, and even if
you lost sight of what you wanted
to achieve for practically the entire year, you can still tackle it. You
don’t believe me? Lol. Have you
met another Aquarius before? You
know what’s going to happen before most, and I’m willing to bet,
you can get there faster than anyone else. You could deadass do it
today if you wanted it bad enough.
Pisces
February 19 - March 20
You are off on another planet, literally just vibing and living life right
now and people expect you to, like,
show up and do things? What’s the
deal with that? You’re like, “You’re
stressed and have goals you’re relying on me to play a part in? Wow,
can’t relate.” While the rest of the
zodiac is like absolutely freaking out
trying to finish shit by the end of the
world as if it’s a senior capstone project or something. You know that
time does not exist and that none
of this is real and we are literally all
just specks of matter floating on a
drop of water through an astoundingly infinite universe, but, while
you’re vibing, you’re also on planet
earth, at least for the moment and
unfortunately, you are not the only
one here and there are people who
need you.
SPELLSISTERS.NET

INDY CD & VINYL UNVEILS NEW LINE OF CLEANERS
Indy CD & Vinyl recently unveiled their own
line of vinyl cleaning supplies, including
these cool-looking bottles of ‘Black Magic’
cleaning solution and branded lint-free
cloths pre-moistened with the anti-static
Black Magic cleaning solution.
Other than heavy-duty cleaning requiring
our machines at the shop, this is all you
need to keep your records clean of debris
and dust for a lifetime of play!

WQRT RADIO IS COMMUNITY-DRIVEN DIY
to get the station up and running, own local music show.”
Local radio station WQRT
keeping Indy airwaves weird and Jones and Walker, with the

Words by: Seth Johnson

help of then-Big Car employee
Holly Sommers, jumped at it.

As commercial stations continue their radio takeover, 99.1 FM
WQRT is doing its best to ensure
Indy music lovers still have a reliable place for daily sound exploration.

“In 2016, the FCC gave away a
whole bunch of low-powered licenses to arts nonprofits all over
the country. There were hundreds
of these low-powered frequencies
that were just dormant, and the

“I promise, if you tune in, you won’t
hear anything else like this in the
city,” says WQRT station manager and Indy music extraordinaire
Oreo Jones. “It’s the only place you
can go and listen to everything
from old Stax Records B-sides to
classic rhinestone country, like
Johnny Paycheck, to current stuff
like Yves Tumor or Durand Jones.”
Owned and managed by Big Car
Collaborative — a nonprofit arts
organization and cross-discipline collective of artists —WQRT
is a low-powered, independent
station based out of Listen Hear
in Garfield Park. With a radio frequency that transmits within I-465
and slightly beyond in some places, WQRT can also be heard any
time online at WQRT.org, where
listeners can find a complete listing of the station’s weekly radio
programming.
With a background in radio, Jones
first came on with Big Car Collaborative as a resident artist back
in the summer of 2015, with the
hope of eventually having a hand
in the nonprofit’s plans to start a
community radio station.
“I was just holding it down as the
curator and manager of the space
at Listen Hear with the idea I gathered from Jim Walker (Big Car
executive director) that there was
going to be a future, low-powered
radio station down here in Garfield Park out of Listen Hear,” Jones says.
A year later, the opportunity came

FCC gave them out,” Jones says.
“We were lucky enough to be one
of the recipients for one of these
frequencies.”
In its infancy, the station was
about as DIY as it gets. “When we
first went on air, we had our tower,
which is located on the eastside of
the city. We straight-up put music
on an iPod and aux-ed it into the literal tower,” Jones says with a laugh. Today, WQRT
has more than 40
weekly programs
put together by
members of the
community, with a
studio setup at Listen Hear.
“We have a lot of
mix shows from
DJs on Saturday
evenings,”
Jones
says. “Anne Laker
has Flick Fix, where
she talks about current movies that
are coming out. We
have an architecture show, Design
Minded. We have
a lot of artist talk
shows. Musical Family Tree has their

In reflecting on WQRT’s growth,
Jones explains the station would
not be where it is today without
the community’s invested support.
“It’s all volunteer-based, so everyone in the city curates, facilitates and programs their own hour
blocks,”
he says.
“Somet i m e s
they’re 15,
20, 30 or
45 minutes — it’s
really free
form.”
In keeping with the spirit of community, WQRT also makes sure to
keep listeners in the loop on information that could affect their
daily lives. This was particularly
pertinent during the height of the
COVID-19 pandemic, Jones explains.
“We have PSAs. Some people
don’t have social media or inter-

net,” Jones says. “There are a lot
of people who are underserved in
the community who rely on FM to
get information.”
For those looking to potentially
bring a show concept to the station, Jones says he’s always open
to ideas.
“Over the years, we’ve had people
coming up to me and being like,
‘Yo. I want to get into radio. I want
to do a show. I have this idea.’
Dude, yes! Show me your idea.
Send it to me,” he says. “If you’re
interested and want to get involved, there’s an actual form on our
website where you can go in and
say what capacity you want to do
stuff with the station.”
As for listeners looking for something new, Jones hopes folks will
turn their radio dials to 99.1 WQRT
and give it a shot.
“We play a lot of the songs that
you’ll hear in record stores and be
like, ‘Yo. What is that?’ And you’ll
end up Shazam-ing it,” he says. “I
feel like that’s what sets us apart
around here.”

ANDY’S RSD BLACK FRIDAY MUSIC CROSSWORD

Classes for Kids and Adults
*Private Parties*
*Gift Certificates*
*Holiday Gifts For Sale*
In The Murphy Arts Center
Fountain Square

getdirtyceramics.com
ANNIE’S WORD SEARCH

ANNIE’S BLACK FRIDAY MUSIC WORD SEARCH

ANGELO BADALAMENTI BROKEN SOCIAL SCENE SAM COOKE MILES DAVIS DIO BILLIE EILISH
FLEETWOOD MAC FOO FIGHTERS THE GUN CLUB IRON MAIDEN MOTORHEAD
ONEOHTRIX POINT NEVER PUSCIFER SCREAMIN JAY HAWKINS DUSTY SPRINGFIELD
SUN RA THE LIFE AQUATIC WITH STEVE ZISSOU THUNDERCAT

INDY CD & VINYL
IS YOUR ONE-STOP
RECORD SHOP
But the records (and CDs) really
are still Job 1...
You might already know from your experience in the shop that Indy CD & Vinyl strives to be your one-stop-shop for
all things music, and we try our best to
make it as easy as possible to get what
you need, whether it is for yourself and
your personal collection or if you are
purchasing gifts for others.

For example, during the Holiday season
we make sure to have CD & LP wraps,
greeting cards, stocking stuffers, and
fun gifts for everyone on your list so you
might only need to shop at one place to
get everything you need for under the
tree or around the menorah.
Another example is making sure you
have lots of choices as well as every possible accessory for your hi-fi equipment.
We have many different turntables for
sale, of varying ability and price point,
as well as powered speakers (with and
without Bluetooth connectivity). To pair
with the hardware we have needles and
cartidges to replace or upgrade what
you already have, plus slipmats, cleaners, brushes, weights, inner
and outer
LP sleeves,
LP storage crates,
and
LP
displays.
We
also
carry instruments
and equipment for the local or touring musician
in a pinch... have a gig but broke a string
or strap? We’ve got you covered with Ernie Ball replacement guitar strings and
guitar straps.
Want to make great electronic music
with a pocket-sized synthesizer/sequen-

cer? We’ve got you covered with 10 varieties of Sweden’s own Teenage Engineering Pocket Operators!
Books, games, our own Indy CD & Vinyl-brand coffee and coffee mugs, stickers, pins, accessories, socks, air fresheners, magazines, collectibles, posters of
all sizes (new as well as vintage), headphones, and a massivley expanded
t-shirt selection are all reasons to come
to Indy CD & Vinyl!
We certainly haven’t forgotten the reason why we are here: the music! When it
comes to shopping for music we make
sure we have the deepest catalogs of
every genre in new & used vinyl, new
& used CDs, and new & used cassettes.
Can’t find
what you
are looking
for?
We
have a robust spec i a l - o rd e r
system, as
well as a
world-class
new music e-commerce site
that has its
own giant
state-of-the art fulfillment center just
outside of Louisville. Order online and
we will ship directly to you, and FAST!
Have a title you know is coming out
soon? You
now have
the choice of placing your
pre-order
with
us at the
shop or by
going online
and
using our
e-commerce site!
Your new release will ship directly to you
just before release day!
Looking for our used inventory online?
Find us at discogs.com/user/indy-cdand-vinyl
We hope to see you soon!

2021’s TOP SELLERS FOR LPs & CDs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

FLEETWOOD MAC “RUMOURS”
TYLER THE CREATOR “IGOR”
MAC MILLER “SWIMMING”
PHOEBE BRIDGERS “PUNISHER”
HARRY STYLES “HARRY STYLES”
STURGILL SIMPSON “CUTTIN’
GRASS VOL 2”
ARCTIC MONKEYS “AM”
TAYLOR SWIFT “EVERMORE”
MADVILLAIN “MADVILLAINY”
TYLER THE CREATOR “SCUM
F*CK FLOWER BOY”
J. COLE “2014 FOREST HILLS DR”
BILLIE EILISH “HAPPIER THAN
EVER”
KENDRICK LAMAR “GOOD KID
M.A.A.D. CITY”
KANYE WEST “COLLEGE DROPOUT”
HOZIER “HOZIER”
FLEETWOOD MAC “GREATEST
HITS”
HARRY STYLES “FINE LINE”
KANYE WEST “MY BEAUTIFUL
DARK TWISTED FANTASY”
SZA “CTRL”
PINK FLOYD “DARK SIDE OF
THE MOON”
STURGILL SIMPSON “CUTTIN’
GRASS VOL 1”
DAVID BOWIE “RISE & FALL OF
ZIGGY STARDUST”
J DILLA “DONUTS”
TAYLOR SWIFT “FOLKLORE”
PEARL JAM “TEN”

LPs

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

TAYLOR SWIFT “EVERMORE”
LADY GAGA & TONY BENNET
“LOVE FOR SALE”
FRANK OCEAN “CHANNEL ORANGE”
TYLER THE CREATOR “WOLF”
GOJIRA “FORTITUDE”
FOO FIGHTERS “MEDICINE AT
MIDNIGHT”
GRETA VAN FLEET “FROM THE
FIRES”
SZA “CTRL”
TYLER THE CREATOR “SCUM F*CK
FLOWER BOY”
PHOEBE BRIDGERS “STRANGER
IN THE ALPS”
TYLER THE CREATOR “IGOR”
MAC MILLER “SWIMMING”
HARRY STYLES “FINE LINE”
PHOEBE BRIDGERS “PUNISHER”
BTS “MAP OF THE SOUL:PERSONA”
BLACK PUMAS “BLACK PUMAS”
MITSKI “BE THE COWBOY”
DEFTONES “AROUND THE FUR”
BLACK KEYS “DELTA KREAM”
LORD HURON “LONG LOST”
BILLIE EILISH “HAPPIER THAN
EVER”
STURGILL SIMPSON “CUTTIN’
GRASS VOL 1”
CHILDISH GAMBINO “BECAUSE
THE INTERNET”
TYLER THE CREATOR “CHERRY
BOMB”
BILLY STRINGS “HOME”

CDs

WE BUY VINYL!
• HAVE A COLLECTION?
• NEED MORE ROOM?
• WANT TO TRADE?
• GOT GRANDMA’S LPS?
• CLEANING THE ATTIC?

WE WILL BUY YOUR RECORDS!
EMAIL: WEBUYVINYL@INDYCDANDVINYL.COM
SURF: INDYCDANDVINYL.COM/WEBUYVINYL
CALL: 317-259-1012
...OR JUST STOP IN THE SHOP!

WE BUY VINYL!

